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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (il known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
The town of Pullman, as planned and developed In 1880-81+, formed a long

and narrow rectangle extending north and south, and was bounded on the east
by Lake Calumet and on the west by the tracks of the Illinois Central Rail-
road. The 300-acre town site was divided into three use-sections: In the
center (from 111th Street north to 108th Street) was the major industrial
portion; this was occupied by the large shops and administration building of
the Pullman Palace Car Company and by the smaller plant of the Allen Paper
Car-Wheel Company. The northern section (extending from 108th Street north
to 103rd Street) was primarily a residential area, but also contained one
industrial facility - the Union Foundry and Pullman Car-Wheel Company plant,
situated at the east edge of town, between lC4th and 105th Streets. The
southern section (extending from 111th Street south to 115th Street) was
another residential area and in this portion were located all of the major
community facilities. The town and its major buildings were generally
oriented towards the west; the two small railroad stations were the focal
point that stood at the west end of 111th Street. The major community
facilities, which included a hotel, large Arcade Building, and the stables,
were erected just south of the railroad stations and faced on the large open
public square and park located on the west side of town between 111th and
112th Streets.

To the north of the stations, between 111th and 110th Streets, and also
located on the west edge of town, stood the large Administration Building of
the Pullman Company, oriented to the west. Between the stations and the
Administration Building lay a large public park containing a lake or lagoon
with a waterfall, winding roadways, symmetrically arranged planting beds,
walks, and a central bandstand. This open park area formed an attractive
and formal approach, leading from the station eastward to the Pullman
Company plant. The two railroad stations are now gone and the former lake
has been filled in to permit the construction of present Cottage Grove
Avenue, which runs north-south over a portion of the lake site.

On the opposite or east side of the town, located between 111th and
112th Streets and on the shore of Lake Calumet, was a second large public
park or recreational area containing a playground and athletic field. This
eastern park is also gone; the site is now used for industrial purposes and
is occupied in part by an expressway and its large cloverleaf.

A gridiron pattern of streets was imposed over the entire 300-acre
town site and the major buildings were located at the intersections in an
effort to relieve the monotony resulting from the use of the gridiron system
The broad streets and sidewalks were paved, and there were complete systems
of storm and sanitary sewers.

All of Pullman's buildings were constructed of brick, which was manu-
factured from clay found on the site. A total of some 1,750 dwelling units
were built between 1880 and I89I+. These were predominately two-story row-
houses erected in long blocks, but they had a great variety of floor areas,
detailing, and elevations. Some apartment houses, duplex dwellings, and a
few single-family houses were also built. The architecture of these struc-
tures is in the Gothic and Queen Ann styles. Approximately 1,650 of the

(continued)
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7. Description - continued, page 1.

original residential units have survived; most of these are in good condition,

and hundreds remained almost totally unaltered on the exterior.

The major community facilities, as have been noted, were largely con-

centrated around the large public square on the west side of town, between

111th and 112th Streets. At the northeast corner of this square stands the

Hotel Florence, a three-story asymmetrical red-brick structure crowned with a

multitude of chimneys, gables, and dormers that protrude from the numerous

roof planes. Warned after George M. Pullman's daughter, the 65-room hotel is

adjoined on the northeast by a T^-room annex that was added in 1911. The

exterior and interior of the 19th century hotel are largely unchanged and many

of the rooms are still furnished with their original furnishings.

On the west side of the square, near the southwest corner, once stood the

large Arcade Building, which contained the theater, library, private offices,

meeting rooms, and bank for the town, as well as the numerous company-owned

stores. The large red-brick building was divided into two sections and occupiep

an entire block. The arcade portion was two-stories high and was topped by a

high and elaborate roof; the theater portion was three-stories in height and

had a high roof crowned by a cupola. The Arcade Building was demolished in

1926 and its site has been converted into a park. A small modern American

Legion Hall now occupies a portion of this park. At the southwest corner of

the public square, and located just south of the Arcade Building site, is the

former public stables. This large brick and wood structure is still standing

but has undergone considerable alteration. At the southeast corner of the

public square (at 112th Street and South St. Lawrence Avenue), stands the

Greenstone Church. Constructed of limestone in 1880-8U, this fine Gothic

Church is in excellent condition and has been little-altered inside or out.

The east and south side of the public square are lined with little-changed row

houses; the original plan of this area is still clearly visible.

To the east of the church, at 112th Street and South Champlain Avenue, is

Market Square. Originally laid out in the form of a square, the center of this

area was occupied by a two-story brick Market Building that had vegetable and

meat stalls on the first floor and a public meeting hall above. The first

Market Building was destroyed by fire in 1892 and in the following year the

architect Solon S. Beman redesigned the original square into its present

circular format and also prepared the plans for the second (and existing)

Market Building. As rebuilt in I893, the "Square" is treated as a unified and

coherent whole and is designed in the classical and Italianate manner. The

second Market Building was of the basilican type, two-stories high, with a

central third story; first-story entranceways and windows were arched. The

first story was constructed of limestone and the upper floors of yellow brick.

The two-story row houses forming a circle around the second Market House were

divided into four groups (quadrants) and built of limestone and yellow brick,

with arched and colonnaded first stories, to echo the design of the central
Market Building. The four groups of residences are unaltered on the exterior;

the s econd and third floors of the second Market House, however, have been
(continued)
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7- Description continued, page 2.

removed. In the northern residential section, at 108th and North Champlain,
the 1880 fire station still stands. This tvo-story trick structure with
adjoining tall tower is little-altered and is ±n fair condition.

Industrial structures still form a large complex between 108th and 111th
Streets. In 1880-84 this area was occupied by the large factories of the
Pullman Company, which were arranged in four long rows extending north and
south. The steel roof trusses used on these large shops formed the dominant
element of their appearance. Their red-brick walls, trimmed with limestone,

and their Romanesque window arches helped to harmonize the architecture of the
industrial buildings with that of the adjacent residential and community
facility buildings. Only two or three original buildings of this once great
complex stand today. The most notable of these is the large brick former
Pullman Company Administration Building, with its opulent architecture and
tall clock tower. This structure, with an original (1880) north wing, and a
south wing added about 1900 (replacing the original south wing) is largely
unaltered on the exterior but is in poor condition due to lack of maintenance.
A second and smaller industrial complex is located on the east side of town,

between 104th and 105th Streets. Some of these old factories, which are also
in poor condition, may date from the Union Foundry and Pullman Car Wheel
Company structures that were erected in 1880-84. Both complexes are also
occupied by a number of other industrial buildings that were erected during
the first quarter of the 20th century; most of these structures are closed and
for sale.

The overall integrity of the 250-acre historic district, however, is very
good and particularly so in the southern section (from 111th Street south to
115th Street). Here intrusions have been limited to the west (Cottage Grove
Avenue) side from 113th Street south, and include a small factory and a few
modern houses. In general, the town of Pull man has retained its 19th century
appearance and its original plan to a remarkable degree.
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2. Location - continued

Description of the Boundaries of Pullman Historic District

The Pullman Historic District is comprised of approximately 250 acres of

the 300 acres making up the original town site. The district is bounded on

the north by East 103rd Street, on the east by the C.S.S. & S. B.R.R. rail

spur, on the south by East 115th Street, and on the west by Cottage Grove

Avenue

.
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Built in 1880-81)., Pullman was the first major effort made in "the

United States to create a completely planned model industrial town in
which all the structures and facilities - industrial, cultural, religious,
recreational, and residential - were coordinated and integrated into one-
over master plan for the purpose of providing ideal living conditions for
workingmen. Designed by the architect Solon S. Beman and the landscape
engineer Nathan F. Barrett, and constructed for the Chicago industrialist
and engineer George M. Pullman, the town of Pullman represents a dramatic
and pioneering departure from the unhealthy, over-crowded, makeshift, and
unsanitary living conditions found in working class districts of other
19th century industrial cities and towns. The standards of structural
strength, lighting, and ventilation, convenience to the wide range of
public facilities, and the good quality of the architecture of the many
buildings, and the handsome landscaping of Pullman were unique in 188O-8U
and are seldom approached today.

The town of Pullman also played a major role' in the development of
the American labor movement. The famous Pullman strike of 189^ drastically
affected American life and the course of the American labor movement. The
bloody and violent turmoil of this strike, which spread nation-wide over
the railroad networks, prompted President Grover Cleveland to intervene
with Federal troops, labor pioneer Eugene Debs was jailed, and Sherman
Anti-Trust Act was for the first time employed to smash the unions.

The handsome continuity and striking proportions of Pullman's Gothic
and Queen Ann-styled structures and most of its original town plan are stil
to be seen today. Though some of the larger buildings have been dem-
olished, approximately 1,650 of the original total of 1,750 dwellings, the
four-story hotel, the Pullman Company administration building and clock
tower, the church, stables, a portion of one of the two market houses, and
many industrial structures remain. The basic plan of the town and the
exterior of most of its original buildings have not been greatly altered.

History of Pullman

George M. Pullman's company-owned model town was both an economic
and social experiment. Here he planned to manufacture his famous Pullman
Palace railroad car. The industrialist also believed that by providing a
living environment superior to that which was available to the working
class in any other city, that he could attract the most skillful workers,

(continued)
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8. Significance - continued, page 1

attain greater productivity due to the better health and morale of his employ-

ees, and also avoid strikes. The entire venture was calculated as a paying

proposition - the parks, the athletic fields, school, church, theater, as well

as the many commercial and industrial operations - all built and controlled by

his company, were to be paid for directly or indirectly by the residents or

users. In I879-80 Pullman bought more than 3,500 acres of what was then unde-

veloped prairie land located in the Village of Hyde Park, on the western shore

of Lake Calumet, as the site of his model town. A 300-acre tract - the area

now bounded by 103rd Street on the north, by Calumet Lake on the east, by 115th

Street on the south, and by the Illinois Central Railroad tracks (and Cottage

Grove Avenue) on the west, was used as the town site. Landscape engineer

Nathan F. Barrett prepared a gridiron pattern street plan that included open

spaces, public parks, and drainage and sewer systems. The company-owned

community facilities - a hotel, church, stores, offices, library, and theater,

were grouped near 111th Street, facing the railroad station. The architect

Solon S. Beman designed all the residential, commercial, industrial, and public

buildings erected in the town, using the Gothic and Queen Ann styles. All

structures were constructed of brick, which was manufactured from clay found

on the site. Mass production methods were utilized; construction began in 1880

and by 1884 some 1,400 dwellings had been completed and by I89U another 350

housing units had been added. The dwellings were predominately two-story row-

houses erected in long blocks, but with a great variety of floor areas, detail-

ing, and elevations. Some apartment structures, duplex buildings, and a few

single family houses were also built. The rowhouses were constructed at a

cost of about $1,700 for each unit. The streets of the town were paved and

these were swept and watered daily, and the garbage was also collected every

day. There were complete storm and sanitary sewer facilities, each house had

gas and water, and the sewage from the town was converted into fertilizer and

sold at a profit. Early in l88l the factories began production and the first

residents began moving into the dwellings. Two rooms in the cheaper apartment

buildings built for the lower-income workers rented for $4.00 a month and the

two-story rowhouses from $14.00 to $100.00 a month. The company also provided

the inhabitants with a physician and medicines.

Pullman attracted wide attention as a model community. In the fall of

1884 representatives of the labor bureaus of thirteen States and Carroll D.

Wright, U. S. Commissioner of Labor, visited and studied the town. Their

report was generally favorable. They found the rentals a little higher than

in nearby Chicago but noted that Pullman's inhabitants enjoyed broad avenues,

parks, prompt collection of garbage, and many other advantages that working-

men could not obtain in Chicago. The most serious criticism was that the

residents had little or no voice in the conduct of community affairs. They

could not own property in the town, they had no say in its government, the

company controlled all media of opinion, and they lived under the strict

paternalistic guardianship of George M. Pullman. A Hew York Sun correspondent

who visited the community in I885 found it to be a beautiful and healthy
"Philanthropic Monopoly. Ruling his domain like a feudal lord, Pullman caller]

Jhis_employees "my children."
(^ont i nuerf)
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8. Significance - continued, page 2.

Railway Strike of 1894 and End of Company Ownership

Although George M. Pullman had no use for unions, some 2,500 of his

employees joined Eugene V. Debs' American Railway Union in March, 1894. The

Pullman strike broke out on May 11, 1894, when the company laid off one-third

of its men and cut the wages of the rest from 3<$ to 40$ as the result of a

deepening depression. At the same time the company made no reductions in the

rent charged for company houses or in the price of goods sold at the company

stores. In June the American Railway Union came to the support of the Pullman

strikers and the strike soon became nation-wide on the railroads. As the

result of the Intervention of the Federal Government the strike was broken in

July and the men were compelled to return to work on the terms of the railroad

companies.

In I895 the Illinois Supreme Court ruled that the Pullman Company must

dispose of all of its lands, houses, and buildings not strictly employed in

manufacturing, thus marking the beginning of the end of company-ownership of

the town of Pullman. The population, which numbered about 12,000 in 1895,

gradually declined to about 10,000 by 1905. In 190? the houses in Pullman

were sold to the tenants for the equivalent of 100 months rent, meaning a price

in some cases of about $1,500.00. In I889 Pullman and Hyde Park were annexed

to the city of Chicago.

Architectural Work of Solon Spencer Beman (1853-1914 )

Solon S. Beman was born in Brooklyn, New York in 1853- From 1871 to 18TT

he studied and worked for the architect Richard Upjohn, Senior, in New York

City. Through a friend, the landscape engineer Nathan F. Barrett, he met the

industrialist George M. Pullman and was invited to submit drawings for a dwell-

ing to be built on Pullman's estate at Elburon, New Jersey. Pullman was so

impressed with these plans that he commissioned the 26-year old architect to

design all the structures for him in the proposed industrial town of Pullman,

near Chicago. Beman moved to Chicago for this purpose in 1879; construction

of the town began in 1880 and was largely completed by 1885. From this time

on, Beman' s architectural practice flourished.

Shortly after finishing Pullman, Beman also designed a similar model

company town for the Proctor and Gamble Company, called "Ivorydale," comprised

of 40 large stone buildings near Cincinnati. In Chicago he designed the nine-

story Pullman Office Building (1883); the first Studebaker Building (1884) at

410 South Michigan; the second Studebaker Building (1895) at 62(1 South Washbasf

and the Grand Central Station of Chicago ( 1889-90). In the late l880's he

also designed the large and luxurious Lincoln, Kimball, Pullman, and Torrence

residences in Chicago. Beman served on the board of architects who designed

the Chicago World's Fair buildings of 1893 and was responsible for the Mines

and Mining Building and Merchant Tailors' Building at that Fair. His Merchant

Tailors' Building became the prototype of Christian Science churches
(continued)
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8. Significance - continued, page 3.

which were later to be erected in many different cities throughout the United

States. Beman designed six such churches in Chicago and served as architect-

ural consultant and advisor on the planning and construction of the Mother

Church in Boston in 1906.

Some of Beman' s larger projects in cities other than Chicago include:

the Public Library at Bradford, Connecticut; the l4-story Pabst Office Building

(1891) in Milwaukee; the Bee Building in Omaha; the 13-story Pioneer Press

Building (1888) at St. Paul; the 10-story Michigan Trust Company Building

(1891) in Grand Rapids; the Batavia Bank Building (1887) at La Crosse,

Wisconsin, and the l6-story Berger Building (1906) in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Beman died on April 2k, 19l4.
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Description :

George M. Pullman, industrialist, hired architect Solon S. Beman and land-

scape architect Nathan F. Barrett to design a completely new company town

which would include industry, parks, shops, recreational and cultural activi-

ties, a church, school, bank, health services and a variety of housing types.

The town began to take shape in 1880 on a 300 acre portion of a ^,000 acre

site owned by the company. By I885 l.toO dwelling units had been constructed

and following the construction of additional units in the early l890's the

population reached 11,800.

The Pullman dwellings were predominately row houses and all of the Pullman

structures were fashioned from brick produced from the clay found on the

company site. Various authors have described Pullman buildings as Gothic

fifivival, Henassance revival, Victorian revival, and simplified Queen Anne
but Irving K. Pond states in the Monthly Bulletin of the Illinois Society of

Architects , ( June-July , 193^) that:
"There is no attempt in Pullman to produce sophicated architecture
but, rather, to build buildings including shops and dwellings where
human beings could work in comfort and rest in bodily enjoyment and

spiritual contentment. If the elements of style consist of honest
construction, adaption to purpose, appeal to comfort, and the unostenta-
tious application of the principles of good taste including harmony
and unity, then not only the buildings but the town were bathed in

theeessence of style. The dwellings were planned to meet the needs
and even to elevate the taste of all classes of workers from those

who were paid the minimum wage to those who received the highest

salaries,; and all were similarly and equally conditioned as to

light and air, as to convenience, as to gardens and open space."

The integrity of the area (BOUNDABIES DESCRIBED ON MAP) has been altered but

remains clearly definable. There is a clear correlation between historic

references, the census tract designations (tracts 0699-Z and O698-Z) and the

area designated in the Southeast Area Development Plan of the City of Chicago

which recommends that "old Pullman be restored and preserved as an historic

landmark.

"

Hundreds of the original dwellings remain almost totally unaltered on the

exterior. The fire station with a large belltower, the Florence Hotel and

the Greenstone church remain in good condition with slight alterations. The

clock tower and administration building are almost totally unaltered but in

poor condition due to inadequate maintenance. The livery stables and the

market square have undergone considerable changes but could be restored to

useful structures with historic and architectural value.

Description of boundaries: The Pullman Historic District is bounded on the

north by 103rd Street, the East by the C.S.S. & S.B.E.E. rail spur, on the

South by 115th Street and on the West by Cottage Grove.



Significance:

Pullman was one of the first attempts to build a completely new town which
would include industry, parks, shops, recreational, and cultural activities,

a church, school and a variety of housing types. This company town was where

the famous Pullman Palace Car was produced ushering in an important phase

in the era of the railroad which is just now coming to an end. The power

for the entire town was furnished by the 7 ton Corliss engine which powered

the I876 Philadelphia Centennial Exposition. It took 35 railroad cars to

transport the engine to Pullman where it began operation in l88l. George

Pullman's model town was both an economic and social experiment. He believed

that by providing a living environment, superior to that which was available

to the working class in any other city, that he could avoid strikes, attract

the most skilled workers, attain greater productivity due to better health

and spirit of his employees. Pullman hoped that his ideal surroundings would

also raise the moral, cultural and social level of his employees. The entire

venture was calculated as a paying proposition, the parks, the athletic

fields, the church, the farms as well as the many commercial and industrial

operations which were controlled by the company, and were paid for directly

or indirectly by the residents or users. Pullman proposed two things which

are now becoming realities, the use of the Greenstone church as a community

center for the gathering of christians of many faiths and the full develop-

ment of the Calumet harbor.

The standards of: structural strength, lighting and ventilation, convenience

to a wide range of public facilities, unique architecture, and handsome land-

scaping were dramatic departures from the cities of the times (1880-1884) and

are seldom approached today. Pullman was voted the most perfect town in the

world at the Prague International Hygenic and Pharmaceutical Exposition in

1896. There were complete storm and sanitary sewer facilities, each house

had gas and water, the public ways were paved and the sewage from the town

was converted to fertilizer which realized a handsome profit in the form of

marketable produce rather than contributing to the pollution of the local

surface waters.

Pullman bears the unique stamp of the organizational genius of George Pullman

and the artistic abilities of the architect Solon S. Beman and Nathan F. Barrett,

landscape architect. This combination produced the handsome continuity and

striking proportions of all the Pullman structures and spaces. It is truly an

example of the art of community building.

John Eeps states, in The Making of Urban America" Pullman thus constitutes a

valuable reference point in American Planning, an example 01 a complete town,

conceived and built as a unit"... "No other feature of Pullman can receive

praise needing so little qualification as its architecture." "Pullman was a

remarkable achievement. Not since Williamsburg had an entire town been designed

with equal attention to the ground plan and to the buildings that would form

the third dimension." And from American Skyline Tunnard and Heed write, "The

most spectacular company town in the country. . . . (George Pullman) commissioned

Solon S. Beman to design a model town of brick and stone, noteworthy for its

porticoed square, its town hall, its landscaped parks, its library, and its

solid houses. For the first time in the country's history, a whole town had

been designed by an architect."

Pullman played a major role in the development of the American labor movement.

The famous strike of 189^ drastically af£e°*~;d American life and the course of



Significance, cont .

the American labor movement. The bloody and violent turmoil prompted
president Grover Cleveland to call out federal troops and the labor pioneer
Eugene Debs was jailed. Stanley Buder in The Model Town of Pullman states,

"His model town (George Pullman's) can no longer be dismissed as a mere
exercise in paternalism, but must be considered a milestone in the develop-

ment of an American planning tradition."
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